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ResMix Control of Contamination
Contamination of water supplies can occur due to
several microorganisms including algae, bac-
teria and fungi. These organisms are capable of
imparting tastes, odours and toxic compounds
into the water. Algal toxins, taste and odour prob-
lems mostly arise from blooms of cyanobacteria or
blue-green algae (BGA), and from the presence of
metallic ions in solution such as manganese
and iron.

Natural convection generally
occurs throughout the water
column if the water surface is
cooler than the lower levels.
However, in summer this nat-
ural convection generally
stops and reaeration from the
atmosphere occurs only in the top few metres of
the water column, mixed only by wind shear.

Addressing the Degradation of Water Quality
At the bottom level of an impoundment, decom-
position of organic material occurs with both bio-
logical oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical oxy-
gen demand (COD) gradually depleting dissolved
oxygen, thus leaving the lower levels of the water
body stagnant, anoxic and effectively dead except
for the gas-producing anaerobic bacterial activity.
Several problems can result from this stagnation
and oxygen depletion.

The Australian manufactured WEARS ResMix
‘Source Management’ System can eliminate prob-
lems related to both stratification and low dis-
solved oxygen, and can reduce blooms of
cyanobacteria in lakes and reservoirs. Pumping at
low flow velocities and using a draft tube to force
top-to-bottom exchange, the system is very eco-
nomical operating at up 90% less than conven-

tional horizontal flow systems.

How ResMix Works
The top layer of reservoirs heat up becoming less
dense and forming a warm, oxygen-rich buoyant
layer on top of the reservoir. This warmer layer
prevents mixing with the deeper water due to a
formed thermocline which creates both thermal
and dissolved oxygen (DO) stratification.

The ResMix systems circulate large volumes of wa-
ter at a low velocity with low energy consumption
to remove the thermocline. This dispersion over-
comes the stratified stagnant zones that previously
reduced the water quality and resulted in excessive
use of sterilisation controls.

Multiple Water Companies Select ReMix
As early as 2014, Gurney Environmental accom-
plished another “first” for the WEARS ResMix
‘Source Management’ System with the first North-
ern Hemisphere installation of the largest 5000cc
system for Welsh Water at Pontsticill Reservoir.
Other installations in the UK and elsewhere foll-
wed soon after.�

Gurney Environmental provides unique technology that offers superior performance & problem resolution.
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Multiple Water Companies Use Low Energy, Truly Sustainable Raw
Water ‘Source Management’ Solution for Water Supply Reservoirs.

https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/our-technologies/fresh-water
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DESTRATIFIED &
UNIFORM

CIRCULATION BEGINS

INITIAL CONDITION

The ResMix systems are comprised of a large axial
flow pump, moving water through an optional
flexible draft tube from the surface and down

through the thermocline to the hypolimnetic bottom
layers of a reservoir. The Broad Flow Circulation

created by the unit is sufficient to address water
impoundments with volumes of 150,000 Ml or larger.

HOW IT
WORKS

Water storage reservoirs receive oxygenation through both photosynthesis and atmospheric absorption. However, in

warm weather, the upper, oxygen-rich layer can become more buoyant and form a thermocline or stratification of

the water column. Decomposition in the lower depths cause an oxygen depletion and a degradation of the overall

water quality. The ResMix System has been proven to break the stratification and deliver oxygen to lower depths.

EXAMPLE

BEFORE DO

DO drops
as depth
increases

DO consistent
top to bottom

AFTER DO AFTER TEMP

BENEFITS
of the WEARS ResMix Systems

• Oxidises metals.

• Reduces or eliminates taste or odour
problems.

• Minimises algal blooms.

• Increases fish habitat.

• Restores the condition of the degraded
storage.

• Drastically reduces energy and
treatment costs.

• Prevents autumn turnover.

Artificial destratification involves mixing
the water body to dissipate thermal layers,
with the aim of achieving a uniform
temperature and oxygen gradient over the
depth of the storage.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS ARE:

• Autumn turnover is eliminated and,
therefore, anoxic and toxic water
prevented from mixing through the
water column.

• Water is made to be of uniform quality.

• Makes it less expensive to treat at the
water treatment plant.

• Blue-green algae is controlled and the
use of dangerous chemicals eliminated.

• Metals such as manganese (Mn) and
iron (Fe) are oxidsed out of the water.

• Fish habitat is increased.

• Reduction of cold water with low DO
being released from the lower levels of
a dam, which typically can upset fish
migration patterns down-stream.

• Ecological balance of a degraded
storage impoundment is restored.

• Greenhouse gas reduction.

GurneyEnvironmental.com +44-(0)1553 776202 Email: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com

ResMix 5000cc

https://gurneyenvironmental.com
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Quickly...
Resolve Potable Water Storage Quality
Issues With Easy-to-Install ResMix Vital.
Within a few hours, the Vital can be operational, improving water quality.

The installation of the ResMix Vital system at the Trangie Reservoir for the Narromine Shire Council in Australia in
January 2016 quickly improved the quality of the stored potable water.

One of the biggest concerns for water operators is
being able to provide a water supply of consistent
quality. WEARS Australia have been working with
water authorities in Australia, the Middle East and
elsewhere to achieve this by successfully stabilising
chlorine residuals in treated water reservoirs.

To achieve this stabilisation, WEARS Australia
have been installing the ResMix Vital, a highly ef-
ficient system incorporating an optional chlorine
dosing system, requiring only 10 percent of the en-
ergy used by alternatives, and the only water man-
agement solution capable of preventing dead spots
and short circuiting while generating homogen-
ised conditions in the water column.

Achieving Reservoir Stability
WEARS Australia has in the past presented a paper
on “Maintaining Chlorine Residuals for High
Quality Water Supply”, citing the 12 months of
performance of the ResMix Vital system at the
Trangie Reservoir for the Narromine Shire Coun-
cil in Australia.

12 Months of Performance
With ResMix Vital installed and the reservoir sta-
bilised, instances of free chlorine exceeding min-
imum or maximum control points were reduced
to 3% of readings, thus providing a consistent and
stable reservoir with almost no sediment build-up
or chlorine atomisation.

Doug Moorby, Manager of Engineering Operations
for Narromine Shire Council noted, “..there is no
doubt about it, the ResMix system works! Hav-
ing started with a volatile and inconsistent
chlorine residuals in our supply, we are now
using the WEARS product to mix and dose our
tanks. We are not alone in our experiences
here. All I can say is that the results speak for
themselves.”

The ResMix Vital In The UK
Gurney Environmental, WEARS UK partner, is
working with water compan-
ies to demonstrate the bene-
fits of this system for use in
the UK and have secured
DWI Reg 31 Registration for
use in potable water reser-
voirs.

Treating Covered Water
Storage Reservoirs
The ResMix Vital uses a pat-
ented locking system that al-
lows the unit to swing open, thus giving it the
ability to fit into enclosed-top reservoirs. Potable
water reservoirs can suffer from stale water — wa-

ter that is no longer at its optimum. Disinfectants
such as chlorine can settle out and not provide the
benefits required for storage and transmission of

fresh water through mains.
The ResMix Vital unit can be
installed through the hatch of
a closed-top reservoir, thereby
providing a very cost effective
method of maintaining max-
imum potable water quality
while in storage. The ResMix
Vital creates a top-down circu-
lation of the storage reservoir
with little energy or mainten-

ance. The units can float with the ever-changing
water levels, thereby accommodating a wide range
of capacity situations.�

GurneyEnvironmental.com +44-(0)1553 776202 Email: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com

https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/resmix-vital
https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/news/105-new-case-study-of-wears-resmix-vital-for-chlorine-residual-maintenance-in-water-storage-reservoirs
https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/resmix-vital
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Pontsticill Reservoir — Several “Firsts”
The ResMix installed at Pontsticill in September of
2014 was the first application of the ResMix
5000cc (the largest model) in the Northern Hemi-
sphere and also the first ResMix for Welsh Water,
having been selected after a 4 year evaluation of
options for reservoir management by Welsh Water
and their consultants, Black and Veatch.

The ResMix 5000cc is a sustainable, low energy
system for reservoir “Source Management”
providing water quality improvements and main-

tenance, but using only 10 kW of energy to influ-
ence very large water bodies.

The ResMix 5000cc consists of two counter rotat-
ing, surface-mounted, large axial mixers, each
with 5 m diameter impellers. The units are able to
transfer 20 tonnes of water from the surface to the
bottom of a reservoir every second. This significant
transfer of surface water not only evens out water
temperature, preventing thermal stratification, but
also increases net dissolved oxygen levels through-
out the water column of the reservoir, thereby ad-
dressing many water quality issues.

Project Information

Innovative Raw Water Supply Management
The project was fast tracked for installation in Au-
gust 2014. Gurney Environmental, WEARS Aus-
tralia and Welsh Water worked together to
streamline the procurement and delivery process
so that this could be achieved.

Welsh Water’s capital delivery manager for south-
east Wales said: “We are very pleased to be using
this innovative management system in the
reservoir at Pontsticill. This investment will im-

prove the water quality for customers in the
area and ensure they continue to receive a top
quality supply of drinking water long into the
future.”

Follow On at Llandegfedd Reservoir
Two years later in July 2016, Gurney Environ-
mental installed a 2nd installation of the ResMix
5000cc ‘Source Management’ system for Welsh
Water at Llangdegfedd Reservoir in South Wales.

The system was delivered to the site and under-
went final assembly before being lifted by heli-
copter to its pre-determined location in the
reservoir.

The order of a second ResMix 5000cc ‘Source
Management’ system came about two years after
the sucessful installation of the ResMix 5000cc
‘Source Management’ system for Welsh Water at
Ponsticill Reservoir near Merthy Tydfill.�

Welsh Water – Long-Term Use of
ResMix for Water Quality Management.

Watch the Videos on our website!

Pontsticill Reservoir, Wales

See the video
on our website!

Llandegfedd Reservoir, Wales

By creating better water quality in the raw water source
reservoir, costs for treatment at the treatment works
downstream can be significantly reduced.

ResMix 5000cc

ResMix 5000cc

Located in the Brecon Beacons, north of
Merthyr Tydfil

Holds more than 15 billion litres of water

Serves 106,000-plus customers in the
Merthyr area and other parts of the south
Wales valleys.

https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/portfolio/25-portfolio-sample-projects/83-pontsticill-reservoir-wales
https://gurneyenvironmental.com
https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/portfolio/25-portfolio-sample-projects/83-pontsticill-reservoir-wales
https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/portfolio/25-portfolio-sample-projects/82-llangdegfedd-reservoir-wales
https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/portfolio/25-portfolio-sample-projects/83-pontsticill-reservoir-wales
https://gurneyenvironmental.com/index.php/portfolio/25-portfolio-sample-projects/82-llangdegfedd-reservoir-wales

